
 



Domestic intervention: women making houses into artworks 1970-75 
 

The women in the music video sway synchronised in white cotton, to the left, to the right. Rumpled 

doughy pink fabric envelopes her at their centre. 

  

I ran around circles 

 

I am in our home, emptied of your presence, its long windows admitting the October light. I sit on the 

sofa and digest that ours is now only mine. And soon enough it will empty of us both. 

 

At the weekend, Mum arrives from the train and we work - her methodically, me less so - through the 

rooms, cleaning and emptying your belongings into boxes scavenged from corner shops – PlayStation 

games, dead watches, abandoned vapes, press releases, clothes. I frantically pile your stuff into those 

boxes and into the corner of our bedroom and rearrange the clothes rail and the furniture to look new. 

Then I clean the corners with surface wipes, the skirting boards we never bothered with. 

  

Sometimes I don't want to feel those metal clouds 

  

In the kitchen, Mum scrubs the fridge, hesitant about whether to chuck things out or box things up 

because she doesn’t know what is yours. But she busies herself with things, because the point, the only 

point, is that she is here occupying space. The music from our bedroom reverberates as if against a tin 

wall. I’m drowning you out. 

  

By six o’clock, your presence has been marginalised. Pushed to the corner. We drink the remnants of a 

vodka bottle from I don’t know where, a shot glass each, while I smoke, in the disinfected kitchen. I 

breathe in, and out; I have taken these walls. 

 

As a child, in the chaos of part renovated houses of family members or family friends or in rubble 

outside my father’s workshop on the farm surrounded by pigs in arched shelters that spread like 

needlepoint across the horizon, I would seek out bricks and lay them in straight lines with junctures, 

delineating spaces within, and blank spaces for doorways. They were never more than two bricks high. I 

did not play house in it. By sundown or home-time, I would return them from where they came. I would 

do this often. Build it, break it and build it again. 



What was it Cixous said? From now on, who, if we say so, can say no to us? We've come back from always.1 

 

Repeat 

--- 

 

Women, together, women in libraries, in swimming pools and ice rinks.2 Women inside houses.  

 

The house as a home, as a domestic space is laden with notions of making and togetherness and 

structure. So it was, that between 1970 and 75 women artists began to question that space and reclaim it, 

in response to the public institutions they were largely banished from and the private institution in which 

they had, for so long, been contained. Within the four walls and on the four walls of houses with hot tin 

roofs3, women generated things. They deconstructed and rebuilt the home, as a conceptual framework 

through which they could articulate their individual experiences, preoccupations, emotions and struggles. 

And this representation of women in the private sphere was a vital statement of refusal, without which 

‘we would be accepting the male capitalist definition of the areas of importance and significance in 

society’4. 

 

In the early months of 1972, in a semi-derelict mansion in LA, a group of women led by Judy Chicago, 

Miriam Schapiro and consisting of students from the Feminist Art Program at the CalArts constructed 

‘Womanhouse’. With hammer and saw and paintbrush, these women set to work rebuilding the interior 

of the house. By retaining the basic layout - the bathrooms remained bathrooms and so on - they created 

a fragmentary proposal of women’s various experiences and concerns, suitable for the dreams and 

fantasies of what they envisioned as an exclusively female environment – like a collective version of 

Virginia Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own. Open to the public for a single month, the show gained 

international media attention and saw 4,000 visitors pass across its threshold.5 

 

Two years later in London, in the spring, a group of six women known as S.L.A.G (South London Art 

Group), inspired by their counterparts in the US, took over 14 Radnor Terrace in Lambeth. Like 

‘Womanhouse’, they renovated the space, before reformatting each room into an immersive installation 

that used the architecture of a house as a conceptual framework,6 sometimes working together and other 

                                                
1 Hélène Cixous, ‘The Laugh of the Medusa’, in Signs, Vol. 1, No. 4, ed. by Hélène Cixous, Keith Cohen and Paula Cohen, (Chicago, 
The University of Chicago Press, 1976), pp. 875-893, p.878. 
2 Rose English and Sally Potter’s performance Berlin (March–April 1976), moved between their squatted property at 41 Mornington 
Crescent, an ice rink and swimming pool. 
3 Poster for A Women’s Place, 1974, in 14 Radnor Terrace: A Woman’s Place (2017, Raven Row), p.1. 
4 Catherine Hall, ‘The History of the Housewife’, Spare Rib no.26, 12 Dec 1975. P.13. 
5 Stephanie Crawford, ‘A Re (Re) (Re)—Telling Of The Narrative Of Womanhouse, Or In The Beginning There Was A Woman With 
A Hammer’, 16 February 2016, <http://www.womanhouse.net/related-content> [accessed 12 March 2019]. 
6 Amy Tobin, ‘Breaking Down A Woman's Place’, <http://www.ravenrow.org/texts/75/> [accessed 12 Mrch 2019]. 



times individually. ‘A Woman’s Place’ broke down the naturalised relationship between women and the 

home, and let the material weight of gendered domesticity self-destruct, but as Kate Walker explained 

‘this breakdown was also an opening up’.7  

 

Fifteen years earlier, in 1958, in The Poetics of Space, French Phenomenologist Gaston Bachelard enthused 

over the notion of the home for mankind as a force, as control, a foundational necessity for dreaming 

(growing, succeeding, the home provides a place from which to brave the world). In the life of a man, he 

said, ‘the house thrusts aside contingencies, its councils of continuity are unceasing. Without it, man 

would be a dispersed being. It maintains him through the storms of the heavens and through those of 

life’8. He implies that life begins enclosed, protected, all warm in the bosom of the house, an assumption 

that universally, life starts in a place and state of calm and comfort. In the thrusting and through the 

storms, that vision is male, it speaks of our place as women, as home, in the home; we come to embody it 

as a womb, a cradle. That assumption is why women, collectively, sought forms of resistance that worked 

from the inside. Kate Walker wrote of ‘A Woman’s Place’ ‘you know it’s a whole culture that we’re 

demolishing and rebuilding from the other side: it’s a whole new view’9.  

 

Through housewifely care a house recovers not so much its originality as its origin. And what a great life it would be if, every 

morning, every object in the house could be made anew by our hands, could “issue” from our hands.10 

 

In many early cultures, like West Sumata’s Minangkabau tribe where land and family name pass from 

mother to daughter, or in China’s Mosuo community, “the land where women rule”, they farmed, 

owned earth, and formed the first industries - those of craft - from inside the home. Later, omitted 

from the evolving governance and education structures of society, women were forced further into 

the domestic space, and the generation of craft, of interior objects, that of textiles, formed, as 

Grizelda Pollock wrote, alternative sets of relationships between objects, makers, and users, in which 

skill, craft, meaning and purpose were integrated into daily life.11 And so the generation of things by 

women in fabric and thread and dough became creative self-expression (albeit in the materials 

assigned to them) and necessary forms of labour.  

 

But a feminist art practice - one that articulated women’s experiences and highlighted our omittance from 

much of art history - was only named, in those early years of the seventies. Like any new thing, it was 

unsteady, undefined; it contradicted itself and afforded disparate approaches to making, but amounted to 

                                                
7 Amy Tobin, ‘Breaking Down A Woman's Place Cont’d, <http://www.ravenrow.org/texts/76/> [accessed 12 March 2019]. 
8 Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, p.7. 
9 Tobin, ‘Breaking Down A Woman’s Place cont’d. 
10 Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space (Boston: Beacon Press, 1994), p.69. 
11 Grizelda Pollock, ‘A Tale of Old and New: Patch Work’, Spare Rib, vol. 29, 12 December 1975, p.36. 



a vision of a potential female culture. Means of articulation ranged from the overly erotic, to the ‘right-

on’ political poster-like, to what I find in these houses, what Lucy Lippard says are ‘materials and colours 

formerly denigrated as ‘feminine’ or in a more symbolic or abstract parallel to their experiences; for 

example, images of veiling, confinement, enclosure, pressures, barriers, constrictions, as well as 

unwinding, unfolding, and sensuous surfaces’12. In London, groups like the Women's Free Arts Alliance 

and the Women's Workshop of the Artist's Union frequently addressed women’s labour in domestic 

space. But ‘A Woman’s Place’ and ‘Womanhouse’ were unique in that they physically occupied it. 

 

Much has been written about how these houses came to be, and what took place in them, and where 

their intentions converged and split, dangerously close to mythologising the realities of their successes 

and failures; but little has been said on how the conventions of containment, adornment and 

embodiment in domestic space were explored and visualised through the work itself, through their 

voices. 

 

I am curious about how these ideas play out on paper or wall, how they look to the eye. 

 

Stoves: paint silver, oven full of cake, wedding ornaments and christening ornaments. 1 dead model minus head. 13 

 

Crimson bows on the bars of windows, corporeal blood red bathrooms, abandoned bridal mannequins, 

incidental holes in the walls painted into orifices. Within the grainy images and first-hand accounts that 

recall these spaces is an aesthetic, a repetition in style, that plays with the visual tropes historically 

associated with us. To label it as stylistic, however, is potentially divisive and some believed it could easily 

slide into an assertion of an essence of womanhood, ‘supressed or distorted in male society, which it is 

the feminist project to liberate’14. 

 

I received an email from Writer Lynn MacRitchie, who was involved in the movement in London during 

the seventies. 
 

It is important to emphasise that, as women artists looking at the work of other women artists, we were very conscious at the 

time that the so-called "aesthetic criteria" had been set out by men. It was very important to us to be as aware as possible of 

this when looking at this new work by women. It had been produced not as an exercise framed within the traditional 

                                                
12 Lucy R Lippard, ‘Projecting a Feminist Criticism’, Art Journal, Vol. 35, No. 4 (Summer, 1976), pp. 337-339, p.337. 
13 Kate Walker, sketchbooks for women’s house project in 14 Radnor Terrace: A Woman’s Place (2017, Raven Row), p.48. 
14 Rozsika Parker and Griselda Pollock, Framing Feminism: Art and the Women’s Movement 1970-1985, (London/New York, 
Pandora Press, 1987), page unknown. 



perspective of art making i.e building on a previously established cannon: instead, it was trying to do something very different, 

exploring a range of experience that had quite simply never been addressed directly in the "his"story of art.15 

 

But perhaps, Lippard and Chicago argued, it is more layered than that: was there a feminine aesthetic? 

What were the stylistic features of art made by women in the past, for instance central-core imagery, 

which could be consciously employed to express women’s pride in themselves, their bodies and their 

sexuality. ‘Womanhouse’ and ‘A Woman’s Place’, and others like ‘Sweet Sixteen and Never Been Shown’ 

(14–21 February 1975), Judy Chicago’s Dinner Party (1974-79), the ‘Portrait of the Artist as a Young 

Woman: A Postal Event’ and later in 1980, ‘Fenix’, explored this visual language, drawing on historically 

‘feminine’ crafts like embroidery, sewing and china painting and so called decorative arts, surmounting to 

a textural quality that was often both ornamental and rough. This peculiar surface texture of imperfection 

and gloss, make-up and peeling paint, went beyond being a stylistic choice – as Monica Ross wrote of the 

Postal Art Event ‘the aim is communication, not perfect aesthetics.’16  

 

Where craft historically demanded skill, attention and perfection through practices such as weaving, 

crochet, quilting, these projects and other feminist art practices broke the rules, left things sagging, 

incomplete, undone. Pollock and Parker noted that by ‘rejecting the conventional gratifications of the 

successful, complete, finished art object and voyeuristic spectacle, feminism was able to explore the 

pleasures of resistance, of deconstruction, of discovery, of defining, of fragmenting, of redefining, all of 

which is often still tentative and provisional’17. These materials were also relatively available and cheap - 

undermining the high art of modernism, and the hierarchies constructed by men for men. 

 

I present the idiosyncratic nature of each individual unit as a sign. Without being sentimental, I think it’s a kind of 

cherishing of things as they are, rather than trying to make them into other things. I deal with fragments of everyday life, and 

I’m suggesting that a fragmented view of the world is all we’ve got.’ 18 

 

Feminist practice entails, Pollock said, a collective production of radically different views of the world.  

 

So when I talk of the making, togetherness, structure, it is not as cake baking or baby making, but the 

generation of ideas and oppositional values. How can the ‘togetherness’ associated with the nuclear 

                                                
15 Lynn MacRitchie, personal correspondence, 23 April 2019. 
16 Amy Tobin, ‘I’ll Show You Mine, If You Show Me Yours: Collaboration, Consciousness-Raising and Feminist-Influenced Art in the 
1970s’, para.5 <https://www.tate.org.uk/research/publications/tate-papers/25/i-show-you-mine-if-you-show-me-yours> [accessed 20 
April 2019]. 
17 Rozsika Parker and Griselda Pollock, ‘Fifteen Years of Feminist Action: From Practical Strategies to Strategic Practices’, Framing 
Feminism: Art and the Women’s Movement 1970-1985, (London/New York, Pandora Press, 1987), p.54. 
18 Parker and Pollock, Framing Feminism, ‘IV.5 Interview with Susan Hiller - Rozsika Parker ‘Dedicated to the unknown artist’, p.285 



family be reconstituted into alternative modes of being together, working together, living together (both 

projects were testing alternative living models inspired by the Women’s Liberation Movement). How can 

assumed patriarchal structures be dismantled. It is well documented that in relation to these principles, 

neither project was wholly successful – new hierarchies emerged between old and new gen artists, some 

felt an emotional disconnect within the realities of their collective endeavour and the labour of the houses 

took them away from the creative output they hoped to fabricate inside. Both projects were also 

questioned, by other factions and minorities - who appeared to be absent - about the extent to which the 

undertaking was heterogenerous, in reality. 

 

An artwork is not feminist because it registers the ideas, politics or obsessions of its feminist maker. It is feminist because of 

the way it works as a text within a specific social space in relation to dominant codes and conventions of art and to dominant 

ideologies of femininity.’19 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
19 Parker and Pollock, P.93. 



 



Containment 

As a child. I abandoned the room. The one that I had been given since leaving my mother’s bed. With its 

white walls and ceiling-high windows looking out onto a vast expanse of grass. I abandoned it for a nook 

with a door, an offcut space from the conversion of the house into a home. A narrow single bed was built 

and wedged into the corner. It bore no windows, admitted no light. I decorated it with my drawings and 

trinkets. At night, I breathed in the darkness; revelled for a time against its airtight walls; slumbered in the 

alcove, sated by closeness. 

 

Boxes to break free from. Prizing them open with tongues and teeth and nails, picking at the edges. Untying 

a bow, the one that is made of satin. 

 

Another theme I’ve been interested in is women in bags, or plastic bags, done up like chickens. I suppose it’s all to do with 

being trapped. 20 

 

Within a few years’ I deserted the room; returned to the light. 

 

I cannot contain my world in my head and keep my sanity. 21 

 

I dreamed I had a new bedroom. People came to visit me there, it seemed like a nice place. But when I was alone again, I 

discovered a secret room where only I could go—fantasy became reality there and everything was beautiful. Compared to this 

inner room, the outside room was dull and drab.22 

 

We travel. From womb to cradle, cradle to room of one’s own, to home; then are boxed up in bricks and 

wood, made to a male specification. ‘A Woman’s Place’ and ‘Womanhouse’ sought and resisted 

containment in the domestic sphere - the ‘sole accepted theatre of activity’23. It became something to break 

free from and an intended enclosure. Many believed that only through an isolated and contained practice 

would women be able to define their own generative space, ‘the danger of separatism, however, is that it 

becomes not a training ground, but a protective womb’24; that one relished by Bachelard. 

 

                                                
20 Cathy Nicholson, 14 Radnor Terrace: A Woman’s Place (London: Raven Row, 2017), p.23. 
21 Sue Madden, artists page from ‘Hang Up, Put Down, Stand Up’ catalogue, 14 Radnor Terrace: A Woman’s Place (London: Raven Row, 2017), 
p.16. 
22 Janice Lester, <http://www.womanhouse.net/works/yo4pv9rhuxp6r8ej7ui2qy3kptofsm>, [accessed 22 March 2019] 
23 Lynn MacRitchie, personal correspondence, 23 April 2019. 
24 Lucy Lippard, ‘Projecting a Feminist Criticism’, P.339. 
 



 

Those who are locked up know better than their jailers the taste of free air.25 

 

A knotted, knitted, irregular motif of holes and lines, like bad lattice, amount to a rotund structure 

fabricated in white yarn, and presented against blacked-out walls. A crocheted womb. Faith Wilding 

rebuffed the square-ness and containment of the house in Crocheted Environment in a bedroom in 

‘Womanhouse’.  I stare for a long time at the images of this work, also known as ‘Womb Room’ and made 

of Woolworth’s Sweetheart acrylic yarn. In one picture, Faith, presumably, sits in the centre of the space, 

knees tucked under chin, tight like a ball of string before it has been unravelled; in another picture, Faith 

presumably, lies flat on her back, arms outstretched - eagle taking flight. Strikingly, given its intention to 

reclaim space, this womb was stolen from ‘Womanhouse’ and was subsequently remade by Wilding a few 

years later.  

 

Our female ancestors first built themselves and their families round-shaped shelters. These were protective environments, often 

woven out of grasses, branches or weeds. I think of my environment as linked in form and feeling with those primitive womb-

shelters, but with the added freedom of not being functional.26 

 

Wilding, adopting a ‘feminine’ craft, refused straight lines, created a bagginess, an uneven motif and 

looseness and openness that denies a function: it will not protect us from the rain or wind or sun. It 

contradicts itself in the insinuation of web - one that implies both security and entrapment, serenity, and 

danger. 

 

What happens then, if home is not assumed as a place of protection and service. 

 

In ‘Womanhouse’, darkness was restricted to a few bedrooms and the overriding aesthetic was that of a 

subversive use of ‘feminised’ colour and hyper-adornment; while at 14 Radnor Terrace, darkness permeated 

most of the ground floor. A black staircase led to the kitchen –  a decrepit scene of rubbish and dirt, 

overflowing ashtrays and bins –  a nightmare kitchen. In it, a wedding cake complete with silver bells, lace 

and blossoms, while below it, half submerged in a heap of garbage, lay a women’s body. Footsteps on the 

floor, marked an endless, persistent circle from fridge to basin to stove and back again.27 That human trail, 

that motif of repetition, starting where it began, at the oven, its content a cake, articulates the confines of 

                                                
25 Hélène Cixous, transl. Keith Cohen and Paula Cohen, ‘The Laugh of the Medusa’, Signs, Vol. 1, No. 4 (Summer, 1976), pp. 875-893, 
p.888. 
26 Faith Wilding, < http://www.womanhouse.net/works/dh6s1kz35kj9qsiwvrg6tq2ycbby4z> [accessed 20 March 2019]. 
27 ‘House Work’ by Rozika Parker, Spare Rib no.26, 12 Dec 1975, p.38. 



domestic expectation and undervalued forms of labour. But unlike Wilding’s built darkness - sanctuary of 

her making, escapable, loose – Kate Walker’s Death of a Housewife perpetuated the enforced darkness and 

potential isolation of domestic space; it ‘announced a symbolic death, breaking from the fixed roles of 

female life and the repetitive temporality of the domestic world’28. The maker of those footprints is dead 

under the weight of babies bottles, and on the walls and in the books, are references to ‘ill-fated’ women of 

literature, of Miss Havisham and fairy-tale crones.  

 

In glaring virginal white against that darkness was Sue Madden’s Chrysalis bedroom, manufacturing 

claustrophobia from an altogether different aesthetic and baring the alternative title Second Skin. Lined with 

girl-paraphernalia, it overwhelmed the viewer with the material weight of womanhood. A chrysalis as a 

container from which to emerge, it’s inevitable temporariness as home and safety, implies a ritual of 

shedding, and so Madden’s heavily ornamented and stuffed bedroom, as well as being tight and 

uncomfortable, was, she said, a space in which to grow and transform so that containment functions as a 

call to arms – get out. 

My cocoon tightens, colors tease, 

I'm feeling for the air; 

A dim capacity for wings 

Degrades the dress I wear. 

A power of butterfly must be 

The aptitude to fly, 

Meadows of majesty concedes 

And easy sweeps of sky.29 

Womb Room. Crocheted Environment. Chrysalis. Second Skin. They are contrary, these titles, in their multiplicity – 

resolutely undecided, which was a tactic of the Movement, because without any institutional backing, and 

therefore bind, why should they be limited to a single label? A later project of Chicago’s, London/LA Lab, 

had the preliminary title ‘We’ll Make Up the Title When We Meet’. And beyond that useful multiplicity, is 

that togetherness, the one of ‘family’ replaced with that of collective creativity.  

                                                
28 Amy Tobin, ‘Breaking Down A Woman’s Place’.  
29 Emily Dickenson, ‘Time and Eternity, Poem 6: From the Chrysalis’, The Poems of Emily Dickenson Series One, 
<https://etc.usf.edu/lit2go/114/the-poems-of-emily-dickinson-series-one/2640/time-and-eternity-poem-6-from-the-chrysalis/> 
[accessed 19 April 2019]. 



In a linen closet in ‘Womanhouse’ was a mannequin sliced by shelves, wedged in amongst white sheets.  

This is exactly where women have always been—in between the sheets and on the shelf.”  It is time now to come out of the 

closet.30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
30 Sandy Orgel, <http://www.womanhouse.net/works/cy7vej61ep9fy2qzp4p8bnq66z0s6k> [accessed 20 March 2019]. 



 

 
 



Adornment 

Treat your nails as jewels and not as tools

O-P-I POLISH; CHINA GLAZE CHINA GLAZE; COLOUR CLUB; six neon lit mirrored shelving 

units; rows and rows of nail polish in bottles, marked and coded. Red; red; red; red; red; red; red; red. 

Green; green; green; green. DN06, DN07, DN08, DN09. 

 

I enter knowing that I want paint, I want adornment, I want more - for no occasion. But I don’t know 

what I want that paint to look like, that more to look like. Two walls are lined with glass cabinets of small 

bottles of polish; Gel, Shellac. Organised by make and then by colour, these bottles - smear topped and 

sticky, transparent, opaque - are assigned a position based on their relation to one another. I stare at them 

in their rows; what is blue to me is to you purple, to me it is sometimes purple too and so on it goes. I 

ask for pink; the woman hands me four sets of ring-bound perfectly ovoid nails on sticks: glitter, 

pearlescent, shimmer, iridescent.  

 

Every artist trying to extricate her personal expressions and a universal feminism from the styles and prejudices of a male 

culture is undertaking a risky and courageous enterprise.31 

 

In 1974, in Mama! magazine, Monica Sjoo posed the question, of how to communicate childbirth, 

sisterhood, blood, sexuality, work and struggle in stripes, dots and triangles. She called, instead, for a 

return and reclamation of the figurative, which alluded to a larger debate permeating feminist practices – 

of whether to adapt, subvert or reject existing aesthetic categories created by men. But those stripes and 

dots, the ones assigned to us, in lace and apron and bra, are rich with potential as moments of rebellion. 

Adornment of the home, adornment of the body, adornment as act were questioned, performed and 

remade in ‘Womanhouse’ and ‘A Woman’s Place’.  

 

fal-lal, flounce, flourish, furbelow, ruffle 

enhancement, enrichment, improvement 

appliqué, embossment, embroidery, fancywork 

bedizenment, gilt, glitter 

design, figure, pattern 

                                                
31 Lucy R Lippard, ‘Projecting a Feminist Criticism’, Art Journal, Vol. 35, No. 4 (Summer, 1976), pp. 337-339. P.337. 



furnishings, regalia, trappings32

 

Soft pink chintz floral wallpaper. A dressing table. Gilded silver hand mirror, matching hairbrush; powder 

eye shadow, three shades from brown to blue; ceramic jewellery box; patterned lace cloth; little gold pill 

box; decorated glass perfume dispenser; gold topped talcum powder bottle adorned with birds in a tree. 

A polished four poster bed. Peach satin draped throw; silky white underskirts; embroidered headboard, 

plumy pink cushions, lace-edged; white curtains. Carved high-back chairs, mahogany dark.  

 

Karen LeCoq and Nancy Youdelman used a visual language of too much, to communicate beauty and its 

subsequent oppression in a bedroom of ‘Womanhouse’. Enmeshed in this suffocating environment was 

the courtesan Lea, a woman desperately trying to save her fading beauty33. In Aristocratic families, 

Catherine Hall explained in her exploration of the history of the housewife for Spare Rib, property was 

inherited through the male line and property meant land, men and power, so women were inevitably seen 

as decorative pawns. I think of those pawns, aging ornaments, contained and fading in rooms like that. 

By taking the traditional notion of adornment of the home, and ramping it up, it becomes a vision of 

nightmarish entrapment: fragile glass things ready to be knocked, satin waiting to be stained. It is heavy 

with motifs and patterns eternally feminised - of flowers and curls and leaves and birds; of shine and 

softness.  

 

And in this room, adornment was enacted: a woman incessantly applied layer after layer of make-up, 

painted up, covering holes and marks of imperfection. This was an externalisation of societal expectation 

and one that was returned to through its reverse act, those years later in ‘A Woman’s Place’, in which Sue 

Madden performed the rituals of removal: shaving, plucking cutting - shedding the body’s natural 

adornment, to a culturally accepted specification of smoothness and clarity, ready to be painted and 

dressed up new, ‘working consciously through these activities “which wipe away women’s identity”, and 

moving on from them she hoped to bring together the surveyed and surveyor within herself’34. 

 

And in the enactment and re-enactment of daily ritual, in both ‘A Woman’s Place’ and ‘Womanhouse’ 

there emerges the motif of repetition - like in protest song, and in litany, repetition is cunning - when we 

are subjected to multiples of people or things, we are forced to notice their presence. The Women’s 

Movement, like most political movements used it to be heard, to be felt. Like those unceasing footsteps 

                                                
32 ‘Adornment’ in Merriam Webster Dictionary online <https://www.merriam-webster.com/thesaurus/adornment> [accessed 15 April 
2019]. 
33 Karen LeCoq, Nancy Youdelman, Lea’s Room, mixed media 
<http://www.womanhouse.net/works/jc7ffl1i3vzwx2jmopnem4if6cme0s> [accessed 15 April 2019]. 
34 Rozsika Parker, ‘Housework’, Framing Feminism, p. 200. 



in Walker’s nightmare kitchen, there is also an association to be made between repetition and the 

mechanics of labour, highlighting the value given to domestic work. And aside from this act, repetition 

also functioned as motif, adorned the walls and filled the bathroom, conspicuous and on show. 

 

She cannot take a bath 

The tub is lined with fur 

200 plastic lipsticks 

painted repeated colors 

that will not 

stain her lips. 

Her panties have been sprayed 

Bras have been colored 

The room and all that entered 

have been painted 

lipstick red. 

Stage lights go on 

setting the room ablaze 

her hair is red 

her lips are red 

her gos is red 

She is hot 

The cameras roll. 

She has a name 

She is a woman 

and for a moment 

she is everything 

yet it is so absurd 

this stage.35

 

The walls of Lipstick Bathroom, in ‘Womanhouse’, were painted in high gloss red; hot lacquer or blood; 

rows and lines of lipsticks - 200 of them - those feminine crayons, lined the shelves. They meant 

adornment, in their ranging shades, and repetition in their neat rows. The regular enamel white of the 

bathtub was encased in dark fur, evoking pubic hair and creating a thickness of surface, reinforced by 

                                                
35 Camille Grey, Lipstick Bathroom, mixed media <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Womanhouse> [accessed 15 April 2019]. 



those dripping gloss walls, that made for a corporeal internalised space, one that reflected Camille Grey’s 

response to the project as a whole: ‘put 30 women together and see what happens. A nightmare’36. 

 
Downstairs in the kitchen, Vicki Hodgetts decorated the walls and ceiling with an amorphous pattern - 

part fried egg, part women’s breasts - poking out of the walls like obediently lined up pimples. Some 

people, she said, saw kitchens as fulsome, warm, nurturing. ‘Others saw kitchens as dangerous with hot 

stoves and sharp knives (“Viciousness in the kitchen—the potatoes hiss”), and then Robin said, “why not 

have a transformation from eggs to breasts,” and we were all delighted. And that’s very important, 

because although I was the one who finally carried through that aspect of the kitchen (in the main) the 

idea was really a collective one.’37 

 

I return to the grainy under-saturated image of bows on the bars of the windows in Kate Walker’s 

kitchen at 14 Radnor Terrace, a prettified cage, her attempt, she said to make their environment 

attractive, as survival.  Is that what this illusory adornment of these spaces was for? Survival? Dress 

something up and it will withstand time. It wasn’t the case in Lea’s Room, that faded courtesan.  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

                                                
36 Camille Grey. 
37 Vicki Hodgetts, The Kitchen, mixed media < http://www.womanhouse.net/works/ovaxe8kskt1oylffb7qmgiw9bqmk6p> [accessed 
15 April 2019]. 



 



Embodiment  

These four walls breathe my juices. Sharp crystals line their edges, pledging moments of light. Enlivened 

flesh pink streaks the plaster. 

 

The soft skin of a kitchen pink 

Is openers, strainers, blenders 

Is cups, pots and hot ovens 

Is boxes, cans and glass packages 

Is faucets and nippled knobs 

A toaster, juicer and waffler 

All pink skinned 

How would you like your eggs done 

this morning?38 

 

Bosom. Womb. House as body. An image as old as time, one that is united by physical characteristics - a 

contained, layered vertical being - and through entanglement with the unconscious and interiority - think 

Bachelard’s notion of dreaming in the attic. And it is not any body that the house comes to symbolise, it 

is a female body. The anthropomorphising of the home as body - a place of softness and sanctuary and 

intimacy - was turned on its head in ‘Womanhouse’, where enclosed space took on a new kind of 

intensity of womb-like qualities and flesh colours (Lipstick Bathroom), corporeal motifs of breasts (Eggs to 

Breasts and Curtains by Wanda Westcoast) and vaginas (Lipstick Bathroom) closing it down, to articulate the 

internal realities of these women. In the titles of Madden and Wilding’s Crysalis and Womb Room there is a 

slippage between home and body - but a slippage fabricated by and about women so that the implied 

embodiment is convincingly contradictory: on the one hand, claustrophobic, and the other baggy, 

questioning the idealised vision of Bachelard’s home as womb and bosom, of Bachelard’s feminine. So 

that the reconstructing of the home becomes a reclamation of our bodies too.  

 

In ‘A Woman’s Place’, there was a hole in the wall that looked like an orifice, Kate Walker remembers, so 

she painted it in red, as if it were breathing, emitting, secreting. Holes and their inversions - protrusions - 

gave palpable life to the walls.  

 

                                                
38 Robin Weltsch, The Kitchen, mixed media <http://www.womanhouse.net/works/9bs3fogisrc9fgnii10her36m2al3q> [accessed 15 
April 2019]. 



The one I could never forget was central Aperture, the representation of an opening in the centre of a painting. These 

openings could appear as the hearts of flowers, as tunnels or portals leading to mystical infinity beyond, in O’Keefe, as of 

chasms, rifts, cracks, deep central edges. Too often to be coincidental, the compositions of numerous female artists converged 

on a dark, inner space.39 

 

Through the rebuilding of these structures and the generation of art within them, these women cast 

female perspectives on our fertility, our flesh. Then, in the dark crevices, unadorned and not on show -  

in Kate Walker’s blackened kitchen, in Faith Wilding’s crocheted womb - women could digest their own 

emotions, sexuality, fears and dreams.  

 

I think of Quinn Latimer. 

 

She once wrote a poem in which her heart was a chalet. 

In the New York novel she is reading, reissued to great acclaim, 

the main character says her mind is a tenement. 

Someone must have once written that their mind is a closet. 

A Bathroom. Genet maybe. Or Artaud. 

Anyway, someone.40 

 

I think of Louise Bourgeois’ self-made ‘cell’, those spaces fabricated from architectural scraps, a space 

she said of possible shelter and entrapment.  

 

 

 

before, we were all girls. then it changed. 

then there was Eve. then there was Madonna. 

  

heaven help me. then there was shame, torn blue 

robes. how old were you when you lost your body? 

  

when you knew it was not your own to name? 

we tried Alice, Dorothy, Lolita. we tried boy-child. 

                                                
39 Monica Sjoo, ‘The Rebirth of the Ancient Womanculture’, Mama!, Bristol, May 1974, p.8. 
40 Quinn Latimer, ‘A Hotel for Robert Ashley’, Like a Woman (Berlin, Sternberg Press, 2017), p.22. 



  

some were thrown bare-chested. some were thrown 

on a wheel. we tried Catherine. we tried manhood. 

  

do you remember running naked in the long grass? 

do you remember when it rained, thinking it rained 

  

all over the world? kiss me baby. when we were girls 

we were very small. then we became bigger than ever. 

  

we became larger than life. standing in the storm 

in a ripped tuxedo, standing on hot sand in cleaved gowns. 

  

can you remember which ribs are false? 

which ones are true?41 

 

What if we leave by the front door, cross the threshold, pass through the gate, backs’ to that mass of 

brick and wood and concrete. Is that the point? To leave all together? The end? But conclusion is idle. 

The rectification of domestic spaces continued in large and small interventions, in apartments in Moscow 

in the early 1980s, in Glasgow a decade later, and continues still. But what once was, should not be made 

in the same vein, for learning attends to fresh eyes, new experiences. And so it was, that in 2017, Raven 

Row - a gallery housed in a grand Georgian house in east London - hosted ‘56 Artillery Lane’, drawing on 

‘A Woman’s Place’ to say ‘what now, of home’ as an ‘imagined space for social, sexual and political 

agency, and the 'domestic’ as a stage’42. And through talks and performances and workshops, people 

generated things, extrapolated; dug into the corners of the building and re-examined. I remember 

watching Adam Christensen perform in a tight, heavily adorned and peopled bedroom, hot with bodies; 

something akin to Kate Walker’s kitchen, Lea’s Room and Camille Grey’s Lipstick Bathroom. 

 

The ongoing process which forms my own criticism will produce neither conclusions nor solutions, but will, I hope, engender 

more questions, more dialogue, more discussion, more investigation on the part of women artists and critics as well as myself. 

The art being made now contains the seeds of such change, more or less invisible-but growing, growing. 

                                                
41 Eloise Hendy, ‘Material Girl’, The White Review online, November 2018 <http://www.thewhitereview.org/poetry/material-girl/> 
[accessed 14 April 2019]. 
42 Amy Tobin, ‘Breaking Down A Woman’s Place Cont’d’. 
 



 

Growing, growing. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By Rosie Higham-Stainton 
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